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TUS INDUSTRY NEWS
J.D. Power Releases Gas Utility Residential Customer Satisfaction Study Results
Industry-wide efforts to improve safety through a combination of multimedia direct customer outreach and residential safety inspections are having a positive effect on residential gas utility customer satisfaction. According to the J.D. Power 2017
Gas Utility Residential Customer Satisfaction Study, SM released today, customer satisfaction has increased for the sixth
consecutive year on a nationwide basis.
“The residential gas utility industry has committed significant resources to customer engagement, dramatically increasing
the number of communication channels they use and consistently positioning themselves as advocates of safety who are
here to help customers,” said Carl Lepper, Utility Industry Analyst at J.D. Power. “That work is paying off in the form of consistently improving customer satisfaction scores that are being driven by perceptions of increased safety and reliability.”
The study, now in its 16th year, ranks large and midsize utility companies in four geographic regions: East, Midwest, South
and West. Companies in the midsize utility segment serve between 125,000 and 399,000 residential customers, and companies in the large utility segment
serve 400,000 or more residential
customers.
www.jdpower.com •
Hino Trucks Adds Dealers to
Certified Ultimate Network
Hino Trucks is proud to introduce the
latest group of dealers that have been
selected as “Certified Ultimate”, Hino’s
dealer excellence program. From new
products and services to training and
dealership presentation, Certified
Ultimate Dealerships are setting a
new benchmark in the industry. Hino
customers can expect an Ultimate
Ownership Experience that delivers
higher standards at every touch-point
throughout the lifecycle of product
ownership at these locations.
To be considered for certification
these dealers are exceeding exceptional performance goals and are fulfilling
stringent customer total support
requirements in the areas of Facilities,
Business Processes and Personnel
Training. The locations below have
gone through the extensive process of
certification and now join our current
group of seven Hino Trucks’ Certified
Ultimate dealerships.
•

H.K. Truck Services, Inc.- Plainfield, New Jersey

•

Bentley Truck Services, Inc.- New
Castle, Delaware

•

Lynch Truck Center- Waterford,
Wisconsin

•

Matheny Motor Truck Co- Mineral
Wells, West Virginia

•

Industrial Power Truck & Equipment*- Ft. Worth, Texas

*Second Certified Location
www.hino.com •
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TUS INDUSTRY NEWS
Terex Utilities’ Holds Annual Hands On Training
Seminar
For 39 years, fleet managers, technicians, purchasing managers, and
other office personnel have attended
Terex Utilities’ annual Hands On
Training Seminar. Described as “helpful, informative and detailed,” by one
attendee, the event held August 2123, 2017, provides customers and distributors with a better understanding of typical applications and proper use of Terex equipment.
“The intent is not to make participants qualified operators, but to
provide people who don’t operate aerial devices or digger derricks
on a day-to-day basis with a hands-on learning experience. We hope
to make them more informed about the equipment,” said Ken Vlasman, Customer Service Manager, Terex Utilities “Whether it’s showing a purchasing manager the added value of optional equipment
or giving a technician insight into how the equipment is used, Terex
Utilities strives to be a strategic business partner for users; from the
smallest municipality to the largest investor owned utility,” he added.
This year, 36 people from Australia, Chile, El Salvador, New Zealand, Trinidad, and the United States (including one from Hawaii),
participated in equipment operation tasks at the company’s training
headquarters. Those attending represented utility companies, utility
co-ops, rental companies, and dealers.
www.terex.com/utilities •
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ICUEE2017DeliversInnovativeIndustryTrends,
Hands-OnExperiencesandEnthusiasticCrowds
The temperature outside wasn’t the only thing running hot

more than 50 other countries worldwide perused the

in Louisville, KY. Attendees and exhibitors at ICUEE – the

exhibits, raised money for the Red Cross Disaster Relief and

International Construction and Utility Equipment Exposition

the Call of Duty Endowment, and took advantage of all that

agreed that the show exceeded their expectations with spe-

the show had to offer. Attendee demographics in the utilities

cialized exhibits, hands-on test drives, interactive product

category was up 6 percent over 2015 and the utility con-

demonstrations and lots of activity and leads in the booths.

struction category was up 3 percent over 2015 totals.

Commencing Oct. 3-5, the 2017 installment of the Demo

“We had a great turnout and participation at ICUEE 2017,”

Expo was the largest in the show’s history with 28-plus

said Rick Rodier, vice president, Sitework Systems Division

acres of exhibits (nearly 1.24 million net square feet) of

of The Toro Company and 2017 ICUEE chair. “It was inspir-

the latest utility and construction equipment, products and

ing to see the enthusiasm of so many utility and construction

technologies and more than 1,000 exhibitors, of which 25

professionals networking and sharing ideas, and finding the

percent were new to the show.

product innovations and solutions that will help them grow

Tracking close to the 2015 record-breaking attendance,
nearly 18,000 registered attendees from all 50 states and
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their businesses.”
Exhibits and Equipment “Test Runs”

Representatives from Ditch Witch and Man Lift said they
plan to return to the next ICUEE, in 2019.
Education on Industry Best Practices
ICUEE 2017 education focused on utility and construction
“hot topics” presented by industry experts to help attendees
enhance their safety knowledge, increase efficiencies and
reduce downtime on the job.
New Field Classroom sessions highlighted industry best
practices first hand with equipment on the show floor, and
the indoor ICUEE Demo Stage expanded the show’s outdoor
ICUEE 2017 featured specialized exhibit pavilions for fleet
management, safety and green utilities, China and Korean
exhibit pavilions, and the Lift Safety Zone from the National
Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO).

equipment demo component with more product innovations
in action.
Another new feature, ‘Tomorrow’s Topics Today’ sessions
from show owner and producer Association of Equipment
Manufacturers (AEM), explored industry trends and emerg-

Hands-on equipment test drives and interactive product

ing technologies.

demonstrations included a 2-mile Test Drive Zone for onroad equipment and technologies.
Over the roar of the Super Witch, a demo vehicle with an 850
horse power 502 Chevy Engine, Tucker Dotson, Ditch Witch
regional sales manager for the Eastern United States, shared
that the show has been going great for the enduring ICUEE
exhibitor.
“Telecom is hot and it’s a big deal for us to be here at ICUEE,”
said Dotson. “We’ve been coming to the show since its inception and 2017 has proven to be another great show for Ditch
Witch. It’s been steady in the booth and it’s a great opportunity for us to meet with customers and prospects and show
our equipment in one location.”
Liz Kendrick, project sales manager for Man Lift, a new
exhibitor to ICUEE, echoed Dotson’s comments.
“We are looking to make our mark in
the industry and shows like ICU-

programs: the iP Utility Safety Conference and Utility Fleet
Conference plus industry certifications.
Special Events and Networking

EE help us do that,” said Kendrick.

In response to the unusual number of natural disasters, a

“We couldn’t be happier with the

new ‘Disasters Taskforce: Preparing for What’s Next’ pro-

experience. Our president came

gram tackled disaster preparedness in the aftermath of the

down in 2015 to walk the show and

current hurricane season, with a former FEMA advisor.

at that point we knew this was the
way to go to get out to market. We’re
busy and we’re very happy with the
results.”
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Gretchen Bakke, author of ‘The Grid: The Fraying Wires Between Americans and Our Energy Future’ was the featured
speaker in the new ‘Diversity in the Grid’ luncheon brought
to you in partnership with Terex Utilities and AEM.

The ICUEE Industry ‘Give-Back’ Auction returned with the
goal of connecting military veterans with quality jobs. All
proceeds again went to the Call of Duty™ Endowment, the
nonprofit organization founded by Bobby Kotick, CEO of Activision Blizzard. The auction, plus onsite donations, to benefit
the organization raised over $37,000.
The Endowment helps military veterans secure high-quality
employment and works to raise awareness of the value vets
bring to the workplace.
A new “Discover ICUEE” walking tour before show opening
offered a behind-the-scenes look at the exhibition, and ICUEE
2017 closed with an enhanced ‘Bourbon, Beer & Bites’ networking reception.
The biennial ICUEE is also known as The Demo Expo and is
the leading event for utility professionals and construction
contractors seeking comprehensive insights into the latest
industry technologies, innovations and trends, owned and
produced by the Association of Equipment Manufacturers
(AEM).
AEM is the North American-based international trade group
representing off-road equipment manufacturers and suppliers, with more than 950 companies and more than 200 product lines in the agriculture and construction-related sectors
worldwide.
www.icuee.com •
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C&K Announces New
High-Performance
Switches for
Modern Utility Meters
Designed to Protect Smart Meters, C&K’s KMS, KSR, SDS,
and ATS Switch Series are Built to Withstand Tampering
and Harsh Environments
C&K, one of the world’s most trusted brands of high-quality electromechanical switches, today announced several
new series of tactile and detect switches to help power and
protect modern energy meters. The KMS, KSR, SDS, and ATS
switch series deliver a reliable, cost-effective, solution for
menu screen navigation and anti-tampering, built to withstand the harshest operating conditions in both commercial
and industrial environments.
With the ability to monitor energy usage, provide cost and
payment information via a display screen, as well as shut
off the service remotely by the utility for lack of payment,
today’s smart meters do much more than simply measure
energy usage. Small, rugged and reliable tactile switches are
frequently used to navigate today’s smart meter displays, offering a flexible mechanical layout for design engineers. The
KMS tactile switch series provides a tactile feel needed to
communicate an image of quality to the customer, ESD protection, and a compact size which is perfect for use in smart
meters that have increasingly shrinking screen displays.
Additionally, the KSR tactile switch series includes four actuation forces, an available detect option, and compatibility
with a lead-free reflow soldering process ideal for industrial
electronics.
Because energy meters are typically placed outdoors and
can’t be visually monitored by the utility, they must be
tamper-resistant and be able to endure a wide variety of
environmental conditions. Detect and snap switches make
it harder for people to rig the meter’s internal electronics
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by sending a signal to the utility in the event the meter’s
cover is pulled off. The SDS detect switch series fulfills these
requirements by offering a low-profile package sitting just
2mm off PCB, 2mm over travel, ideal for detector applications and low actuation force (75 grams max.).
Additionally, the ATS series comes in a normally closed package and offers low power consumption, which is critical for
long life of battery operated meters. With a footprint of 6mm
x 3.8mm and a height of 3.2mm, the ATS has total travel of
up to 1.1mm. The switch is also sealed to IP54 in order to
stand up to challenging environmental conditions.
“Unlike many switching applications where routine actuation cleans away oxidation on the contacts, switches used in
the utility industry are typically used infrequently and can
sit for years in challenging environmental conditions, but
still need to reliably switch to low current levels when actuated,” said Mike Bolduc, global marketing manager, industrial & medical segments, C&K. “C&K’s KMS, KSR, SDS, and ATS
switch series were developed with these conditions in mind,
and play a key role in helping to prevent energy theft as well
as enabling customers and technicians to reliably interact
with the meter.
The KMS, KSR and SDS switch series are all available in a
variety of miniature and ultra-miniature form factors to
meet any design needs.For more information about C&K’s
KMS, KSR and SDS switch series or to request a sample,
please visit: www.ckswitches.com/markets/industrial/
energy-utility/ •
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HammerHead Trenchless
Launches Remote-Controlled
22-Ton Winch at ICUEE
20
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HammerHead Trenchless, a Charles Machine
Works company, introduced its new 22-ton, radio
remote-controlled HydroGuide® HG2200 cable winch at
the 2017 International Construction and Utility Equipment
Exposition (ICUEE) in Louisville, Kentucky. The HG2200 completes the HammerHead line of next-generation winches designed
for maximum efficiency and ease-of-use in pipe-bursting, slip-lining and
pipe-slitting applications.

“Our 20-ton winch had proven to be a

23-foot hydraulic boom with the

top performer in the field,” said Josh

touch of a button and can fine-tune

Hood, HammerHead Product Man-

its depth to 20 feet. The boom is ad-

ager. “We knew how much operators

justable along all three axes for exact

appreciated the efficiency-enhancing

positioning. The HG2200 is now the

improvements recently made to the

largest tonnage unit equipped with

other HydroGuide models so our goal

the unique, self-deploying boom, ex-

was to incorporate those features

clusive to HammerHead Trenchless.

into the 20-ton model, as well as develop new features to further productivity. The result was our new 22-ton
unit, unlike any other cable winch on

Line speed and pressure for the unit’s
2,500 feet of cable are both infinitely
adjustable within their parameters.

the market.”

At pressures providing 0.5 to 22 tons,

Radio remote-control enhances ease-

from 0 to 100 feet per minute and

of-use and productivity. It provides

pulling speed from 0 to 60 feet per

operators maximum visibility when

minute.

positioning the winch by freeing
them from a position at the controls
on the back of the unit. Operators
simply launch the unit’s patented

22
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payout speed can be set anywhere

The unit is available in wheeled or
tracked configurations and is powered by a fuel-efficient, 24.8 hp Tier

4-compliant Kubota® radial piston

Commonality of parts also lessens

engine. The HG2200 comes standard

inventory requirements, assuring

with hydraulic levelling jacks making

high part availability. Large panel

set up more efficient by allowing

doors on both sides with under-hood

the operator to adjust the grade of

lighting make servicing the unit quick

the machine via the wireless remote

and easy.

control.

An optional Electrical Strike Identifi-

The HydroGuide HG2200 shares

cation system (ESID) adds extra safe-

much in common with the HG1200

ty when working near underground

released last year. The HG2200 is the

electrical utilities.

final model to undergo a redesign
making the full line of HydroGuide
winches the most advanced and

The HydroGuide HG2200 is available
from HammerHead Trenchless or

user-friendly in the industry.

from authorized dealers, worldwide.

All HydroGuide models utilize a

the web at www.hammerheadtrench-

similar control platform. Standard-

less.com or by calling 800.331.6653.

ization across the line of winches

(International: + [1] 920.648.4848).

means users familiar with one can
easily operate and service the other.

Authorized dealers can be found on

www.hammerheadtrenchless.com •
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RegScan
One Global
Regulatory
Software
Discover your software solution today!
With a dedicated staff of experts in four
U.S. states and Washington D.C., and an
ever-growing network of in-country
resources, RegScan can always be counted
on as a trusted resource for up-to-date
regulatory information from every corner
of the globe. RegScan has consistently outpaced a growing league of competitors in
the industry niche we incepted, by offering
unique solutions to our Fortune 1000
customer base. Whatever business you’re
in, we can assist you with your compliance needs. Our vast product line includes
online compliance solutions for a variety
of industries:
•
Manufacturing
•
Transportation
•
Energy
•
Chemicals and more!
RegScan’s unique online tools enable easy
access to, and interpretations of, global
environmental regulations and operational standards. Do your research and
get your alerts through the RegScan One
system, or have your content exported via
web services to any online environmental
management system. Users of the RegScan
One system can create custom legal registers and audit protocols for more than 140
jurisdictions. Access the interface in nine
languages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

English
Chinese
French
German
Italian
Japanese
Malay
Portuguese
Spanish

Educational Resources
Webinars
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RegScan understands that staying in
compliance is critical. But it doesn’t have
to be complicated. That is why we host
webinars several times throughout the
year that help our clients tackle ever-evolving problems in the EHS industry.
Prior topics covered included regulatory
overviews, the Changing Role of the EHS
Manager, and ISO 14001:2015. Such
topics specifically address the newest
industry standards while banishing
compliance confusion, provide necessary
tools to manage today’s EHS challenges
and reduce time and money spent on
compliance activities.
Tutorials
RegScan also produces a number of
helpful videos for our users. They answer
most commonly asked questions on using
the RegScan One interface. You may wish
to visit our Informational & Tutorial
Videos Page prior to submitting a ticket
to see if your question can be answered
with the assistance of one of these videos.
Quality Suite
RegScan has introduced audit protocols
and checklists geared to quality management in healthcare.
They cover the basic ISO 9001 and
Quality Systems, Medical Devices (United
States and the European Union), and
Pharmaceuticals.
I-Comply Checklists have been added to
provide Environmental, Health, Safety,
Security for Data Centers and Offices.
When you still have EH&S issues, but not
the intensity of a manufacturing opera-

tion.
Tracking Regulatory Change
Strikethrough
Strikethrough allows you to effortlessly
see the amendment history of a regulation by comparing the current regulation
with an earlier or future version. Changes
are easily identified by color-coding.
Anything that has been added will appear
in green, while anything that has been
deleted will appear in red.
My WatchList
My WatchList is a custom regulatory
change management tool that allows you
to monitor change at various levels of
detail. It gives you quick access to only
the information you need, while providing a clear record of what you have and
haven’t reviewed. My WatchList is the
easiest way for a Web Services user to
build a custom regulatory register, which
RegScan will automatically export to
your online environmental management
system.
LookOut Email Alert
By defining specific keywords or phrases,
LookOut allows you receive daily Email
alerts on State or Federal regulatory
changes.
RegScan Customer Support
As part of our ongoing commitment to
improve the RegScan user experience,
we use a ticketing system for customer support inquiries. This allows us to
streamline requests and better serve
you. Available 24/7, the ticketing system

allows you to immediately report an issue
and track the support team’s response to
it. Every support request is assigned a
unique ticket number. For your reference,
we provide complete archives and history
of all your support requests. A valid email
address is required to submit a ticket.
Schedule a Demonstration
The RegScan team will gladly demonstrate any of our products or services for
free. Our online demonstration sessions
can accommodate up to 25 people, and
we will schedule a meeting whenever it's
convenient for you.During these interactive demonstrations, our experienced
staff will go through whatever products
or services interest you. You'll also have
the opportunity to ask questions, and
discuss licensing options that are tailored
to your needs. If you decide to purchase,
we can take of your training and support
needs too. We frequently update our
library of training videos, and we'll be
happy to arrange online or in-person
training sessions. Furthermore, our inhouse technical support team is always
available on weekdays (except for holidays) between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. Eastern
time, and online 24/7.
To learn more about RegScan, please
call +1 570-323-1010, or Email info@
regscan.com.
Also find us on LinkedIn and follow us on
Twitter @RegScanOne!
www.regscan.com •

New Protective Apparel Line for Utility Workers from Lakeland Industries,
Inc. Offers Revolutionary Moisture-Wicking & FR Results
Lakeland Industries, Inc. today introduced a new line of FR
protective apparel with enhanced, industry-leading moisture
wicking technology designed specifically for electrical utility
workers. Incorporating a 55/45 high performance FR blend and
3M Scotchlite Segmented Reflective Trim for hi-vis options, the
apparel line is NFPA 70E and NFPA 2112 – UL Certified with
a lightweight, high performance design. The new line protects
utility workers by absorbing moisture 7x faster than traditional
FR cotton, moves an average 50% more moisture to the
exterior of the fabric creating a drier zone next to the skin, and
maintains moisture movement capabilities at a rate 5X faster
than other brands.
“According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, electrical powerline
installer and repairer is consistently ranked as one of the top
ten most dangerous jobs in America,” said Brad Sipes, Director
of Business Development. “With the development of our high
performance apparel for the electrical utility market, Lakeland
is combining its expertise in dual certified FR apparel with
moisture wicking technology - specifically to keep electrical
workers cool and comfortable in outdoor work conditions.”

Designed by linemen for linemen, Lakeland’s new FR high
performance apparel line combines superior moisture wicking
fibers, style and functionality in addition to these key features:
•

A 55/45 blend (data shows this is the best blend for moisture wicking and transport)

•

Tag-free back collar

•

Seamless underarm gussets designed to eliminate seam
pull and shirt rise

•

Flat-seam construction with contrast design

Lakeland is providing further assistance for electrical utility
workers in regard to protective apparel selection and job-site
performance with a Lineman Safety & Performance Guide.
The free guide will help men and women learn how to climb
stronger, work more safely, and learn how to select and layer
FR apparel to optimize job performance. The guide is available
for download here.
www.lakeland.com •

Milwaukee®AnnouncesNewDippedGloves,ImprovingSafety&DexterityontheJobsite
Milwaukee Tool enhances safety on
the jobsite with the introduction of
new Dipped Gloves. The new gloves
are ANSI/ISEA-rated for Cut Levels 1,
3, and 5 and are EN 388 rated. Designed to provide users with all-day
comfort and ultimate durability, all of
the new gloves have been thoughtfully
developed with proprietary knitting
that provide the protection necessary
at these key ANS/ISEA cut levels and
EN ratings. Each also features SMARTSWIPE™ technology so users can access
phones or tablets without removing
the gloves.
“As jobsite safety is emphasized across
the nation, users increasingly need
hand protection that is comfortable,
durable and provides the dexterity
needed to work with small fasteners
and fittings,” said Matt Vargo, Product
Manager for Milwaukee Tool. “Through
a proprietary knitting process and a
nitrile dip, these new gloves provide
outstanding durability, perform well in
a wide range of temperatures and are
resistant to most common chemicals
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and solvents found on the jobsite; all
while maintaining an excellent grip and
all-day comfort.”
Cut Level 1 Dipped Gloves
The textured nitrile palm of the Cut
Level 1 Dipped Gloves offer a better
grip on materials, as well as increased
dexterity, and their nylon/lycra blend
construction provides increased comfort and wicks away moisture to keep
hands dry. SMARTSWIPE™ touch screen
functionality has been incorporated
into the index finger tip to permit the
use of touchscreen devices without
removing the gloves.
Cut Level 3 Dipped Gloves
These gloves feature ANSI/ISEA cut
level 3 protection to help prevent injuries from sharp objects on the jobsite.
They also provide a more comfortable grip, maximum dexterity when
handling small objects, and feature
a Comfort Web Grip for outstanding
grip performance. The nitrile dip
material provides ultimate durabil-

ity and best-in-class puncture resistance while SMARTSWIPE™ fingertips
and palms provide full access to
touchscreen devices.
Cut Level 5 Dipped Gloves
These gloves feature ANSI/ISEA cut
level 5 protection to help prevent injuries from demanding jobsite applications, such as work with sheet metal/
glass, wire stripping, and ducting. The
gloves utilize a double-dipped nitrile
grip for best-in-class puncture resistance, and added durability. Similar
to the Cut Level 3 Dipped Gloves, the
Cut Level 5 Dipped Gloves also include SMARTSWIPE™ fingertips and
palms.
Milwaukee Tool’s new Dipped Gloves
are designed to provide users with
ANSI-rated protection, all-day comfort,
ultimate durability and the best dexterity for handling small objects and
using touch-screen devices – without
sacrificing jobsite productivity.
www.milwaukeetool.com •
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TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS
GSSI Releases the UtilityScanO HS

GSSI, the world’s leading manufacturer of ground penetrating radar (GPR) equipment, announces the release of the UtilityScanÒ HS,
the newest product in its popular UtilityScan GPR system line. The UtilityScan line is the industry standard for efficiently identifying and
marking the location and depth of subsurface utilities, including gas, sewer, and communication lines. The newly released UtilityScan HS
model incorporates the 350 HS antenna, a state-of-the-art digital antenna designed with features GSSI’s patented HyperStacking™ technology. HyperStacking technology greatly improves the depth and data resolution performance over traditional RTS technologies.
HyperStacking is a revolutionary real-time sampling (RTS) technique patented by GSSI, which greatly improves the receive performance of
a GPR system while maintaining the measurement speed and radiated emission limits. By incorporating the 350 HS antenna, the UtilityScan HS deliver higher data resolution, better RF noise immunity, and better depth penetration than traditional GPR antennas. The 350 HS
can reach depths of up to 12 meters (40 feet). The UtilityScan HS also provides advanced signal processing tools such as stacking, signal
floor tracking and background removal.
www.geophysical.com •

HD Electric Company, a Textron Inc. Company Introduces the NEW PRX-4
Proximity Voltage Detector. It provides utility professionals, arborists and first responders with a safety tool that will alert them to
potentially dangerous high voltage in their
work areas. With 2 voltage range settings
of 50V-4kV and above, the PRX-4 is an easy
way to find out if voltage is present without
having to make direct contact.

•

Rechargeable battery, quick recharge 15 minutes for a typical full day use

•

Weighs less than 1 pound

•

Loud beeper and LED lights indicate
voltage

Features

PRX-4 joins the rest of the Proximity Voltage
Detector family of non-contact detectors.

•

Sealed to resist water penetration in
typical outdoor environments

www.HDElectricCompany.com •

•

Voltage ranges from 50VAC to 4kVAC
and above

•

Detects voltages around 3” at the 50V
setting, 10” at 4kV and above
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TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS
Felling Trailers New X-Force Hydraulic Detachable Gooseneck Offers “Super Low” Deck Height

Felling Trailers, Inc.’s, X-Force Hydraulic
Detachable Gooseneck model line now offers
a “Super Low” deck height with the X-Force
SL Series. The X-Force SL Series provides
an 18” usable level deck height with a 6”
ground clearance, making it an ideal spec for
Carriers that specialize in extra-tall cargo/
equipment transport. The low loaded deck
height is ideal for a multitude of applications
due to the full width level deck as opposed to
a drop-side model. Felling Trailers designed
and engineered the SL Series with versatility
and functionality in mind knowing that with
changing markets, Carrier’s cargo/equipment
loads vary. The versatility offered with the 18”
usable level deck height allows a carrier to
transport cargo/equipment as asphalt milling
machines, paving equipment, track excavators, etc. that have tall transport heights,
ultimately keeping the Carrier’s wheels and
payday rolling.
The SL Series are offered in four capacities;
XF-70-2 HDG-SL (35 ton capacity), XF-100-3
HDG-SL (50 ton capacity), XF-110-3 HDG-SL
(55 ton capacity), and XF-120-3 HDG-SL (60
ton capacity).
www.felling.com •

New Megohmmeters From AEMC
AEMC offers a NEW  line of easy to use
handheld megohmmeters capable of measuring insulation resistance up to 200GΩ.
The selectable test voltages range from 10 to
1000V depending on the model. These compact, lightweight meters are ideal for testing
cables, small motors, pumps, transformers
and industrial equipment. The Model 6536 is
ideal for special applications in the aerospace
and defense sectors where very specific test
voltages are required.
Selectable test voltages from 10 to 1000V
(model dependent)
Insulation resistance measurement up to
200GΩ (model dependent)
Automatic discharge at the completion of the
test
www.aemc.com •
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TUS AD INDEX
Company

Pg.

Website

Aerial Tool Bin

32

www.aerialtoolbin.com

Bob Dale Gloves

33

www.bobdalegloves.com

Buccaneer Rope

6

www.bucrope.com

EZ STAK

IFC

www.EZSTAK.com

GoLight

31

www.golight.com

GPS Insight

24

www.gpsinsight.com

Greaves

39

www.greaves-usa.com

HammerHead Trenchless

9

www.hammerheadtrenchless.com

Herculock

6

www.herculock.com

Hogg & Davis

17

www.hoggdavis.com

Jesco Industries

18

www.jescoonline.com

Krenz Vent

2

www.krenzvent.com

Morooka

25

www.morookacarriers.com

MSA Safety

37

www.msasafety.com

Prinoth

7

www.prinoth.com

22-23

www.rrlotion.com

R & R Lotion
Rayco

15

www.raycomfg.com

Regscan

35

www.regscan.com

Ring Power

14

www.utility.ringpower.com

Shaver Mfg

5

www.shavermfg.com

Tallman Equipment

3

www.tallmanequipment.com

Terex

19

www.terex.com

The Power Gripz

IBC

Time Versalift

1

www.thepowergripz.com
www.versalift.com

TSE

BC

www.tse-international.com

Venco Venturo

11

www.venturo.com

VP Building Solutions

38

www.vp.com/ad/ped

Warehouse Equipment

4

www.warehouseequipment.com

Yale Cordage

13

www.yalecordage.com

Youngstown Glove

29

www.ytgloves.com
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